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This paper presents the integral representations of the displacement and 
rotation fields of the micropolar continuum, and the regularized integral 
representations of the traction and couple vector. Thus the boundary 
integral equations and the boundary integro-differential equations are 
derived. In addition, the formulation for crack problems is given by both 
the boundary integral equations and the boundary integro-differential 
equations. 
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Introduction 
The classical mechanical theories of deformable continua 
presuppose that the entire contact action upon a material 
volume enclosed within a surface S may be described com- 
pletely in terms of the field of traction vectors defined on 
S. These traction vectors represent he force per unit area 
transmitted by the surrounding material over S, or the 
surface density of the applied loads in the case that S 
coincides with the boundary of the body. Transmission of 
the couple stress vectors - representing the couple per unit 
area - across the surface S is not considered. The direct 
consequence of these assumptions is the symmetry of the 
stress tensor and strain tensor in classical theory. However, 
the classical theory of elasticity appears to be inadequate 
in cases when stress gradients or the microstructure of the 
material or both are sufficient. Continuum theories admit 
the possibility that, in addition to the ordinary traction 
vector, there is also present on S a field of couple stress 
vectors. Eringen and Suhubi” have formulated and 
developed a continuum theory of microisotropic elastic 
solids, which takes into account the micromotion and 
microrotation of the media. A limited case of this theory, 
called the determinate theory of couple stress elasticity, 
has also been deduced by Eringen and Suhubi and has been 
named the linear theory of micropolar elasticity. In this 
theory, besides the macro deformation, the micro rotation 
of the elements of the media, represented by a vector ~5 is 
also taken into account. However, this vector 4, which is 
found to be responsible for developing a couple stress pii 
in the media, is kinematically independent and is not 
related to the linear displacement, u, 
In many engineering problems the boundary integral 
equation method is an efficient tool.r3’ There are, however, 
some problems where the classical boundary integral equa- 
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tions (BIE), obtained from the Somigliana identity, are 
not sufficient. As has been shown by Crusej the formula- 
tion for the general crack problem by the BIE is non- 
unique. The numerical calculation of tractions or stress 
tensor at points near the boundary surface or on it from 
the integral representation of these quantities is also im- 
possible because of occurrence of strongly singular 
integrals. 
The authors have presented a regularization proce- 
dure,4-7 by making use of which the so-called regularized 
integral representations of tractions and heat flux are 
obtained. From the regularized integral representations one 
can derive the boundary integro-differential equations 
(BIDE). These BIDE can sometimes replace the BIE, and 
a combination of the BIDE and BIE leads to faithful formu- 
lation of crack problems. The structure of the BIDE allows 
the ordinary boundary element methodlt2 to be applied to 
their numerical solution.5y8 
In this paper the BIE in micropolar elasticity are derived 
from the integral representations of the displacment and 
rotation fields of the micropolar continuum. The regulariza- 
tion procedure is extended to find the integral representa- 
tions of the traction and couple vector and to derive the 
BIDE in micropolar elasticity. In the last section both the 
BIE and BIDE are applied to the formulation for crack 
problems. 
Integral representations of the solutions of the 
equilibrium equations 
Let us consider a homogeneous, isotropic, centrosymmetric, 
linear elastic micropolar body occupying the region V 
bounded by the surface S. The surface S is assumed to con- 
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sist of closed surfaces which themselves are the union of a 
finite number of smooth surface elements which are parts 
of Liapunov surfaces. The state of deformation of such a 
body is generally described by the equations of equili- 
brium which in terms of displacements u and rotations I$ 
take the form:‘*” 
(I-(+ol)V%+(h+~--a)Vdivu+2crcurlr$+X 
0 
(~~e)V2~-4cr~+(~+y--e)Vdiv~ 
+2crcurltl+Y=O (I) 
where p and A are the classical Lame constants while (Y, p, y 
and E are four additional constants which arise because of 
the consideration of the microstructure of the media, and 
X and Y denote the body force per unit mass and the first 
body moment per unit mass respectively. 
The constitutive equations for the stress tensor oii and 
the couple stress tensor pii (in Cartesian tensor notation) 
for this class of materials are given as: lo 
~ij=O*+~)7ij+(P-Q)7ji+h7kk6ij 
~ij=(Y+e)Kij+(Y_e)Kji+YKkk6ij 
(2) 
where 
7ji = ui, j - Ekji@k (3) 
is the non-symmetric tensor of deformations, and Kji = $i,j 
is the curvature-twist tensor. Components of the traction 
vector ti(q) and couple vector mi(q) at a point 77 on the 
surface with the normal Hi(q) can be written as: 
ti (77) = Qji (rl) nj (Q> 
= i;.k(Fl I), a,) uk(f?) + 2aeijknj(v) $k(v) (5) 
mi(o> = pji(7))nj(q) = iik(nq, an> @‘k(7)) (6) 
where the operators fik(??n, a,) and iik(nn, a,) are defined 
as follows: 
fik(nq, a,> = @ + a> hkqj(7]) ai 
+@-a>nk(vl)a:+%(v)ak 
iik(nq, a,> = (7 + e) Giknj(q) a; 
+ (7 - ~1 da a: + h(q) a;, 
where a: = a/avi; or, in a more compact form: 
Tik(nq, a,) = aijkZnj(7)) a; (7) 
iik(nq, a,>= bijkPj(Q> 3; (8) 
The fundamental solutions of the system of equations (1) 
corresponding to Xi = 8ik6(X -u) and Yi = 0 are the 
following: 
Uik@) = Ul kk + u, 7 
r 
for the displacement field, and 
‘i 
&k(r) = @kij- 
r 
(10) 
for the rotations, where r =x -y. 
ul=&_[;(EJ-*e-~J~ 
y+el r 
-___ --e 
4~ r2 ( 
-rl’+e-‘II- 1 
1 I 
~[~e-r/l+~(~e-‘l’+e-“‘-l)l) 
$= l r _ --e-rl~f e-rl’- 1 ( 8nj.lr21 1 
(11) 
(12) 
y+E /J+(Y 
p=----.- .- 
4P Q 
(13) 
Similarly, the fundamental solutions corresponding to 
Xi = 0 and Yi = &ij(x -u) are given as: 
vfk(r) = 6ik@) (14) 
for the displacements, and: 
(15) 
for the rotations, Ar and A2 being given by: 
\ I 
psa 1 __ _._e-rll+_ 
P [ 
3 r 
l2 ( 
_-e-~l~+e-~l~-l 
r2 1 11) 
n2_P+27 
(17) 
4a 
Making use of the Betti’s reciprocity theorem:” 
s 
(X~U: + KG;) dV + 
1 
(tiu: + ml@;::) dS 
V b 
= (X;Ui + Yi&) dV+ 
s s 
(t,!Ui + mi&) dS (18) 
V s 
and putting Yi = 0, Xf = 8jk6(x -u), we obtain: 
MY> u Lb) 
= 
s 
[xi(x) Uik(X-Y) $ K(x) #ik@-Y)l dV, 
V 
+ 
s 
[ti(q) Uik(q-Y)-Ui(l)) Tik(r)-Y)l ds, 
s 
$- 
I 
[mi(V) ~ik(~-y)-_i(~)“ik(~-Y)l ds;7 
s 
(19) 
where: 
Tik(7) -Y) = fij(%p a,) Ujk(q -Y) 
+2@fijInj(v) @lk(q -Y) (20) 
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Mik(rl -Y) = Lij(nqfl’ a,) @jk(r) -Y) (21) 
and 
Ati) = 
1, JJEV 
0, yqvus) 
Similarly, if Xi = 0, Yi = ?iik&(X -u), we have: 
Ati) &dV) 
= 
I 
[xi(x) @ik@ -J’) + q::(x) Aik(X --Y)l Kx 
V 
+ [ti(~)~jk(~-y)--ui(ll)Pik(l-Y)l d& 
s s 
+ [mi(ll)Ajk(rl-Y)-~~i(rl)Nik(17-Y)1dStl 
s 
S 
(22) 
where : 
pik(rl -U) = pijCnrp a,) @jk(q -U) 
+ 2~EijZnj(~)bk(~ -Y) (23) 
Nik(t) -Y) = tij(n,3 a,) Ajk(‘l) -Y) (24) 
The integral representations (19) and (22) give us the solu- 
tion of the system of equations (1) in terms of the bounda)iy 
values of Us, ti(r)), &i(v) and mi(o). It is known that 
only half of these boundary quantities are prescribed in a 
well posed boundary problem. The remaining part is to be 
calculated by the boundary integral equations or boundary 
integro-differential equations which will be derived in the 
next two sections. 
Boundary integral equations 
The boundary integral equations can be obtained directly 
from the integral representations for the displacements 
(19) and rotations (22) by lettingy + [ ES. For this pur- 
pose the limit behaviour of the kernels Ujk(r), &k(r), 
hfik(r), P&r), f&(r) and N&(r), when r + 0, must be 
investigated. 
As to the Ujk(r), &k(r) and Ai,&) we have: 
1 h+3@ 
U,(r)-+Ur= - 
( 
CY 
--- 
87r/~ h+2~( ~+a 1 
(25) 
1 
f#@) + rj = - - 
167rd2 
(26) 
1 1 
A2(r)-+x2=-l- --- 
( 
(27) 
8n Y+E p+2y 
and thus U&r) - r-‘, &k(r) - 1, Ajk(r) - r-l when r -+ 0. 
The kernels M&r) and P&r) are proportional to r-‘, and 
Tj,&) and N&r) to r-‘; Thus the integrals with the kernels 
T&(r) and Nik(r) are discontinuous across the surface s. 
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The directional derivatives of Uik, @jk and Aik in equa- 
tions (20) (21) (23) and (24) take the form: 
rj&ik 
a; Uik(r) = t”4 - ul) 7 + ‘2 
rktiij+Yihkj 
r3 
-WJ2+ U4) 
rj6ik y++ 
r2 
rjrjrk 
a;&(r) =Iky[::j- [$+ $ ,)T] 
a&k(r) = & - 
P I-c+a 
---4-A, 
Y+E (Y 
(28) 
(29) 
I-( lu+a 
3A2++&--- u4 
rjrjrk 
- 
yte a r2 
rjrjrk 
-As- 
A2rJiij f ri6kj 
r4 
+ 
r3 
where : 
(30) 
r=q-y 
1 01 
U3=-.-e -Y/l 
4qll /l+ar 
= 0 (31) 
A3= 1 &yl’ 
4$-y + E) 1 
.+& 
= 0 (32) 
As = 1 
In order to derive the BIE from equations (19) and (22) 
one can use the following relations:” 
+ M7) s 17i - ti 47fl[-7?13 fl, 
S 
(33) 
s 
where the integrals on the right-hand sides are taken in the 
sense of the Cauchy principal value, and the upper and 
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lower signs correspond to the limits V 3y + E ES and 
(V U S)?j y -+ [ ES, respectively. 
Finally, from equations (19)-(34) we have the BIE: 
= [Xi(X) Uik(X - t) ’ K(X) @ik(X - El1 dvx (35) 
V 
T!?@‘k(E)+ [~i(q7)Nik(7)-~)-mi(q)Aik(r)-~) 
s 
= [Xj(X> @ik(X - E) + Yi(X>bk(X - t>l dKc (36) 
V 
Having solved the system of boundary integral equations 
(35) and (36) for the unknown boundary quantities, one 
obtains total information on the boundary surface, and 
the integral representations of equations (19) and (22) can 
be used. 
Boundary integro-differential equations 
Before writing the BIDE, the integral representations of 
the traction vector ti($) and couple vector mi($) must be 
found. 
Operating on equation (19) by the operator F&n,, a,) 
and considering equations (5) and (20) we obtain: 
N~)Pr0l) - 2a~~jti) @d~>l 
= riik(Q a,) ixiCx> Uik(X -Y) 
V 
+ Yj(X) @ikcX -Y)I dl’, 
+ 
I 
Lti(rl) Uik(r) + w(v) 4kdr)l a7j 
s 
+a -b. lp]r lskt npti> 
s 
@i(v) %(7)) a; abkj(r) dsq 
S 
(37) 
Similarly, operating on (22) by the operator i&n,,, a,), 
we have: 
Ati) mzti) 
A 
= -bk(nya $1 [xi(x) @ik(X -.J’) 
V 
+ 
s 
[mitrl> &k(r) + [i(q) &k(r)1 a~ 
1 
s 
+ aiskt 
s 
ui(6’)ns(s> a; ahkj(r) dsv 
s 
+ 2&E,ik s ui(q>nk(~)ahnj(r) dsq (38) 
S 
The kernels a: aiU,(r) and a: a&(r) being proportional 
to rm3 when r + 0, there are strongly singular integrals in 
the integral representations of equations (37) and (38) 
wheny -+ E ES. 
Making use of the regularization procedure described 
earlier,4 equations (37) and (38) can be rewritten into a 
regularized form; assuming the surface S to be closed, we 
have : 
s 
ui(q> do> a; aiukj(r) dsv 
S 
= 
s 
Kmi a#kj(r> m, 
S 
S 
where 
krsi = [n,(rl) a: - n,(rl) a:1 Ui(r)) 
From the governing equation for ukj(r) we have: 
(39) 
(40) 
ajskta$aiukj(r) =-_jj6(q-y)-2201ejk,al~,j(r) 
(41) 
Thus from equations (37), (39) and (41) it follows that: 
NY) Lrlti) - 2acZjknj b> @kb>l 
= Plk($ $1 
(s 
[xi(x> Uik(X-Y) 
V 
f G(x) @ik@ --Y)I dvx 
+ 
f 
Lti(r)) Uik@) + ~i(rl)hk(r)l a7j 
1 
S 
+q,j,n,dv) %kt 
( s 
Krsi a#kj(r) GI 
S 
+ 2aEjkm 
s 
%(dbkG?> a: -n,(q) ati &j(r) ds, 
S 
$- biskt 
s 
@i(q) %(v> 8 ahkj(‘) dsv 
1 
(42) 
S 
Fully analogously with the above analysis one can write: 
s 
@i(Q) fi,(q) a: a’,&&) a, 
S 
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where : 
Trsi = fnr(Q> ag -ns(o) aL1 @i (1)) (44) 
and further: 
b jsk* al a&i(r) = - 6ij 6(Q-_Y) + 4(YAij(r) 
-2a%krn &&j(r) (45) 
Finally, from equations (38), (43) and (45) we have: 
nCv> mrCv> 
=&k&c a,> 
(J’ 
Lxdx> &k(X -Y) 
V 
+ Yi(x) &k(X --Y)I dYx 
+ 
s 
[mi(s) &k(r) + ti(v) hk(r)l dsq 
I 
S 
The integral representations of t(j) and m(j) given by 
equations (42) and (46) can be used also at pointsy near 
the surface S. 
Now let us consider the limit y + [ ES in equations (42) 
and (46). Care must be exercised in the case of integrals 
whose kernels are proportional to re2 when r + 0. The 
kernel of the last integral in equation (42) can be written: 
-3(~+2~r)!I!$!!?+~~~ 
r4 1 
where 
C+52=Lf2 -r/l 
8n/_J3 
(47) 
(48) 
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Making use of the relations of equations (33) and (34), the 
following limit properties can be obtained: 
plk(Q 3,) 
I 
ri(9) Uik(r) a, 
s 
mi(q>bk(q-E)dSq 
and the integrals: 
alpjv%ktnp(_Y) Krsi aiukj@) dSq 
b~pjrb&d_k’) rrsi ah&) 6, s 
S 
are continuous across the surface S. 
Thus from equations (42), (46) and (49)-(53) one can 
write the sought boundary integro-differential equations 
as: 
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s 
LxiCx> uik(X - 0 
V 
’ Yi(X) 6ikcX - E>l df’x (54) 
and 
= ‘%k&, a,) 
s 
[xi@> @ik(X - ‘!> 
V 
+ Yi(x) Aik(X - 81 dvx 
where i ES. 
(55) 
Six various combinations of equations (35), (36) (54) 
and (55) can be formed to be solved for unknown boun- 
dary quantities. The numerical solution of the BIE can be 
obtained by the ordinary boundary element method.“’ 
The structure of the boundary integro-differential equa- 
tions (54) and (55), regarding the numerical solution of 
them, is the same as that of the BIDE investigated by the 
authors elsewhere,sY8 and the technique proposed there, 
which is based on the BEM, is applicable. Having for all 
the boundary quantities on the surface S, one can calcu- 
late the displacements, rotations, tractions (or stress tensor) 
and couple vector (or couple stress tensor) by equations 
(19) (22), (42) and (46). 
Crack problems 
The boundary integral equations (35) and (36) are not 
sufficient in the case of a crack problem. The crack 
surface S,, is modelled by the upper and lower faces S& 
whose normals are related by: 
nf(7)) = - n;(V) 
First, we shall consider a crack embedded in a finite 
micropolar body bounded by the surface S,. The crack 
surface is stress free, i.e. ti(~) = 0 and mj(7)) = 0 at 
7) ES,, From equations (35) and (36) one has the follow- 
ing BIE: 
s [Xi(x)Uik(-Y-~)+YI:(X)~jk(X-~)l df’Ix 
V 
+ [fi(~)Uik(r)-E)-Ui(7)) Tik(q-8 
i 
(56) 
and 
F [Xi(x>~ik(X-~)+YI:(X)Aik(X-_)l df’Ix 
J 
V 
+ [mi(~)Aik(77-E)-~i(rl)Nik(rl-E) 
s 
- 
s 
[A~ii(q)Nik(7)-E)+aui(77>Pik(rl-~)l GTI 
S& 
= hk(8 
( 
forI:ESB 
1 x@k(t) for ,! E hr 
(57) 
where the following notations are used: 
Af=f(~)Is;~-f(r))Is, 
Ef = f(Q) Is;, + f@?)ls,, 
For the system of boundary equations to be complete the 
system of the boundary integral equations (56) and (57) 
has to be supplemented by the BIDE, following from equa- 
tions (54) and (55) at $ ES,,: 
aelj$j@ %(&?)fflk(n& at) s [ti(17>qk(v-t) 
sB 
X aiskt 
( IS 
Krsi 3; ukj(q - t) dsq 
SB 
+ 2&Eik, 
IS 
ui(q)[nk(7))al-n,(q)a;l @mj(v-t) 
sB 
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(58) 
s 
LxiCx) 4ikCX - 0 
V 
+ Yi(x) Aik(X - 01 Wx (591 
where: 
AKrsi = h(v) a6 - MI) ali aui(rl) 
Armi = [G(V) 36 - 4~) aLI A&(O) 
In the case of crack problems in an infinite body we are 
interested in the boundary problem given as: 
ti(Q)IS& =- ri(Q)lS&- tl(rl) 
mi(rl)lS& = -mi(7))lSE, = -??Zt(Q) 
(60) 
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Thus the boundary equations take the form: 
= [xi(X) uik(x-t)+%(~) @‘ik(X-E)l dl/; (61) 
s 
S+ CT 
+ AUi(q) pik(q - E)l aq 
= [Xi(X) @ik(x - t) + K(X) Aik(X - t>l dvx (62) 
+ 2aeikm J bi(7))fnk(v) a;- %(v) a;i hnj 
S+ CT 
x (v - E) a, 
+b. zskt 
I 
hi(V) nh) al ahkj(v - 0 a, 
S+ cl- 
= plk(n;, a,) 
f 
[-pi uik(x - 0 
V 
+ G(X) @ik(X - 81 dJ?x (63) 
m&9 - bz,jrn;(E) 
X biskt 
I s 
ATrsi %kj(T - 8 dh, 
+a. zskt Aui(q) %(7)) 8. abkj(~-w% 
= Llk($, a,) 
I 
[xi(x) @ik(x - E> 
V 
+ ri 6) Ai& - 81 dh (64) 
In numerical solution of the boundary equation’s by the 
BEM, only the upper face, S&, of the crack surface is to be 
modelled by boundary elements. 
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